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ECHOES OF OUR MOVEMENTS’ LIFE

MIAMSI , 50 years yet!
Marie Louise Monnet left just one book « Amour et Passion ».
Being attentive to the signs of the times, a laywoman passionate about the mission of all baptized
Christians, and moved by boundless love for the Church of Jesus Christ, “Catholic” means
“universal” for her. … She knows what connects her to others, what she has received from them,
what she owes, for good or ill, to her environment and upbringing. She is open to both dimensions
of the world and the Church.

Marie-Louise Monnet
Foundator of MIAMSI

“We come together to see if we are going towards Him together, and to do so, at the end of the
day, we have to be living in the country of our circle and in the country of Christ. This is a day-today form of asceticism peculiar to lay people, in their daily lives.” (A et P, p.118)
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Society has changed but our movement is still there in the four
continents of this world. We have had a joyful birth this year: The
African Board made up of energetic officials, full of hope and
projects.
You will find testimonies from former Presidents and Chaplains
who wished to share with us what they discovered during their
missions.
I leave you to discover MIAMSI’s past life as well as the recent
events in our movement.
Enjoy!
Maryse Robert
MIAMSI President

The presidents who succeeded to Marie Louise since 50 years...

Marie Louise MONNET

Henri DOUSSE

Geneviève RIVIERE

Giovanna MANCINI

President 1964 - 1972

President 1972 - 1980

President 1980 - 1984

President 1984 - 1988

Simone GEBS

Fernando AGUIRRE B.

Brigitte DEVAUX

Geneviève TYACK

President 1988 - 1992

President 1992 - 1996

President 1996 - 1998

President 1998 - 2001

Cathédrale de Fortaleza.

Daniel GUERY
President 2001 - 2008

Maria Teresa CAVIGLIA
President 2008 - 2012

Maryse ROBERT
President 2012 - 2016
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The international Chaplains

Fr. GiovannI TRAMERI

P. Manuel ZUBILLAGA

P. Jean BOUTTIER

P. Adolfo CHAPPER

Chaplain 1964 - 1976

Chaplain 1976 - 1980

Chaplain 1980 - 1988

Chaplain 1988 - 1992

P. Henri TOSTEE

P. Daniel NOURISSAT

P. James SCHIANCHI

P. Jean Pierre RANGA

Chaplain 1992 - 1996

Chaplain 1996 - 2004

Chaplain 2004 – 2008

Chaplain 2008 – 2016

The delegates secretaries and secretaries since 1964 :
Alain Galichon, Lucienne Sallè, Giulia Mazio,
Cristina Dobrzensky, Marielle Guiller and

Geneviève Tyack

Ella Cangy since November 1985

Ella CANGY
Secretary since 1985
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Testimony of some past-presidents of MIAMSI
Fernando Aguirre B. 1992 - 1996
How did MIAMSI become
an International NGO at the
United Nations?
At the General Assembly of 1992
in Belgium, when the International
Bureau decided to appoint me as
President, one of the final recommendations by participating national movements was that MIAMSI should seek to become
more actively present in society by
becoming a recognized International NGO. A similar recommendation existed from the Council of
Laity of the Holy See. Other international movements then members
of the Conference of International
Catholic Organizations already
held such a status.
Following up said recommendation we started researching which
was the most appropriate way of
attaining that result. We identified
that applying to the Committee of
NGOs of the United Nations Economic and Social Council
(ECOSOC) was the most appropriate. We obtained from it the detailed requirements. One of them
was to identify the area of activity
and interest of the organization,
having in mind the promotion and
defence of human rights.
As part of the application we had
to evidence our legal status and
our historical background to demonstrate that we had been and continue to be involved in that area of
activity at an international level.
We compiled and presented our
documents of recognition as an
NGO in France and as an international catholic organization by the
Vatican. By-laws of both were to
be filed together with other documents.

One of the most difficult but at the whose date slips my mind. I was
same time more interesting chal- convened and travelled to New
lenge was to demonstrate our in- York for the audience. The Comvolvement in the promotion and mittee consisted of some twenty
defence of human rights. Since and more official representatives
supporting documentation had to of governments duly accredited
be presented we investigated the with the U.N.
history of national movements, of
MIAMSI and its regional organiza- During the first part of the auditions. As a result we compiled ence I explained what the movedocuments such as proceedings and ment was internationally, our orconclusions of national, regional ganization, official recognition and
and international meetings and con- our engagement in this area of acferences. We were
tivity.
Questions
able to identify that,
and
comments
despite of national
from the official
and regional differdelegates followed,
ences, the movement
which became the
and its members had
most difficult part.
been and continued to
At the time there
be concerned and inwas a controversy
volved, in many difbetween
Russia
ferent ways, in nuand the Vatican
merous activities and
over a Russian law
initiatives directly or
governing church
indirectly
showing
relationships and
our engagement in
activities in Russia.
promoting and deThe Russian delefending
human
gate was the first
Fernando Aguirre
rights. We compiled
to oppose to our
copies of all relevant
application. Since
documentation we were able to we had presented our documents
gather to attach to our application, of recognition and organization as
sent in due course to the concerned a Catholic organization, the deleECOSOC Secretariat. Our applica- gate from India expressed its contion was officially filed during cern over our “spirituality”, con2004, if I recall correctly.
fusing us with movements India
promoting “spiritism”, which were
The Secretariat requested certain not allowed in India. Others
clarifications which we provided in doubted of our independence from
due course and our application was the Holy See because of the fact
finally registered for inclusion in that our chaplain had to be apthe official Agenda of an upcoming proved by the Vatican. Our status
general meeting of the NGO’s U.N. as an independent “non religious”
Committee in New York entrusted NGO (private civil association unwith the approval or rejection of der French law) was in doubt. I did
the application.
my best to clarify these and other
issues in an audience which took
The final stage of review by the
various hours. I also mentioned
Committee consisted of an audithat other similar organizations
ence at one of its plenary sessions,
were already recognized.
Cathédrale de Fortaleza.
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The session was postponed for the
afternoon after the Secretariat was
requested to verify which other
similar organizations were recognized.
I gave it a list and received the
support of the OIC’s office before
the U.N. during a visit I made to
their close by office with additional information. Some delegates
recommended that I talk with key
members of the Committee, Russia, Ireland and the U.S. I was able
to speak with the former but the

was not…..It proved to be a Page
com-5
plicated debate full of political implications.
Only few days before our next
General Assembly in Guadalajara
in 1996 and after close to four
years of effort we were finally advised of our recognition…………..
The official confirmation followed
the Guadalajara Assembly and the
task of implementing our presence
and participation in Geneva was
left for the next International Bureau which took over the post in
Mexico.

Russian delegate refused to talk to
me. Various Latin American delegates offered their support. The
Chairman of the meeting, from
Chile, was very supportive. Finally, the meeting was reconvened
in the afternoon and after the positive report from the Secretariat and
further explanations, the application was approved by a vote of
consensus with the silent opposition of Russia. A very stressing
day which I had not expected was
finally over. I thought this was going to be a mere formality, but it

Geneviève Tyack, 1998 - 2001
Bearing witness to my MIAMSI
commitment.
I am Genevieve Tyack from Mauritius. I joined
ACI 45 years ago. I started in a women’s team in
1968. This team still meets. Marie Louise Monnet’s
visit inspired me. I was lucky enough to have her to
lunch when she shared with us her faith and belief
with regard to the evangelization of the independent
milieus. This aroused my enthusiasm
and I very quickly joined the national
board.
The spirituality of the movement was a
great discovery for me. " evangelise
our way of thinking in order to change
it in accordance with the gospel,
through life reviews and the method
see - discern - act "

tion we pay to what happens in our daily lives,
families, our countries, world politics, economics
and society. Our faith is not enclosed within the
walls of a church but in the heart of the world. That
is why in Mauritius we changed the term ACI to
faith & life. I would even go further by saying faithlife! Like breathing. It is all one to me and i discovered that through our method. I have learned a lot
from catholic action meetings, worker and independent milieus, many catholic action courses, visits on every continent, the wealth of
exchanges the world over. My view
of the world has changed and I have
taken up politics, knowing that all
decisions able to change the world
are taken there.
Today I have agreed to join a
United nations action in the coastal
village where I live, renovating a
working class housing estate in an
area of extreme poverty. I have
taken on this commitment because it
is a dream made when I was with
MIAMSII when we became observer members at the united nations.

Linking life and faith, reflecting on
structures of sin, analyzing my reactions and behaviour, reflecting on my
country’s and world politics, economics and society, was a practical way for
Geneviève Tyack
me to evangelize. Some years later, I
took on national office, and then I sat on the Indian
Ocean islands board. I was responsible for the "Ending poverty"
board for several years.
One highlight was the 2000 congress in Fiuggi. All
those people gathered with one goal: "transform
At the 1996 Mexico GA, I became a member of the oneself to transform the world." ACI made me uninternational board. I was president from 1998 to derstand that by doing what we can today, we can
2001.
make possible tomorrow’s impossible.
What affects me most in our movement is the atten-
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Testimony of some past presidents of MIAMSI (cont.)
Daniel Guery - 2001 to 2008
Echoes of a presidency
There are several ways of reporting on one or more terms as
president of an international
movement. I have chosen to do it
by bearing witness. In fact, more
than through a national movement, the responsibility we have
agreed to experience in MIAMSI
takes us further, to an awareness
of the universality of the Good
News of the Gospel and the
catholicity of our Church.
Witness to a very rich life in
the movement
Having chaired MIAMSI after
the Fiuggi Congress, it was impossible to forget the realities of
national member movements expressed so enthusiastically at the
2000 Jubilee. Inheriting a strong
message, our 2000 - 2004 board
made a point of giving a positive
and constructive follow-up to
these global dynamics.
It was because the national
movements and regional boards
reviewed their commitment during this conference that it was
easier to take over from a team
marked by the tragic death in
Guadalajara of Brigitte Devaux,
the 1996 President-elect.
What struck me most during my
years in office was is the variety
of ways MIAMSI implements its
insights. Every country and continent, according to its people’s
history and how the gospel has

been received, is seeking the best
way to develop its teams’ lives
and the relationship between
faith and life: the fight against
poverty in Latin America, management training in Africa, working on changing attitudes in
Europe, the Christian presence in
the Middle East constantly renewed, so many ways to implement the proposed MIAMSI approach.
Global MIAMSI dynamics are
nothing but the collection of dynamic national movements, orchestrated by the Continental
Boards that give them the emphasis required within the framework of an international vision.
These are national/international
exchanges that feed our General
Assemblies and our presence in
international institutions like the
UN and the Council of Europe.
We have a clear example with
the issue of migration. It was the
source of a General Assembly
topic (Malta 2008), survey topics, interventions at the UN …
Witness to a real life in the
church
From the first meetings of the
International Board, I experienced the life of the Church,
namely a fraternal sharing which,
without being sentimental, aims
to be at the service of the mission
received from our predecessors
and elders: the feeling of being a
link in a long chain that goes way
beyond us. And what character-

izes this exchange is not just the
sympathy for each other, but belonging to Christ and the taste for
missionary work that animates us
all.
To reflect the richness of the
Church's life I actually encountered, I must mention the numerous initiatives taken by local
teams as well as visits to various
communities with which national
movements are linked. Unity in
diversity is really experienced
within MIAMSI and beyond. It is
very difficult and delicate to
share this experience, but I can
attest that the Christian groups in
Latin America have the same
evangelical passion as those in
sub-Saharan Africa or old
Europe!
The joy of believing expressed
during the meetings of the Indian
Ocean islands is every bit as
good as the Middle East: one
Lord, one faith, one baptism, one
God and Father!
During the two terms of my
presidency I witnessed, and directly experienced, real collaboration between ordained ministers and the laity. This experience
took many forms, beginning with
support from the international
chaplain. But it also happened all
the national chaplains, bishops
and apostolic nuncios of the
countries visited, their attention,
advice and support during the
General Assemblies have always
been most valuable!
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One of the highlights of the
2000/2004 and 2004/2008 terms
was the type of canonical status
that we had to choose and apply
for to the Holy See: the dialogue
with the Pontifical Council for
the Laity (CPPL) was very easy,
respectful of MIAMSI insights as
they were made by M.L. Monnet.
The new articles (Private International Association of Lay Faithful - see 1983 Canon Law) are
the result of extensive exchanges
of views within the movements
themselves, the Boards and the
International Boards, in constant contact with the Holy
See. Community life taken
seriously within the Church,
effective recognition of the
strength of baptism!
This collaboration with the
Holy See was flawless
throughout the two terms
served, both as part of preparing regional meetings and
in support, including financial support, of initiatives
taken by our international movement.
Witness to the relevance of the
Good News of the Gospel
According to the continent, one
purpose is perceptible: respecting
and upholding the dignity of the
individual as created in God’s
image.
In the various missionary visits I
was able to make worldwide, I
was always been welcomed as a
brother. But beyond the personal
greeting, what will always stand
out for me is the speed with
which the meetings addressed the

issue of coherence between faith
and life. So, whether we were
Europeans or Africans, Syrians
or Seychellois, what mattered
was how to take on our responsibilities while respecting each individual, serving society, in dialogue with those who can change
ways of thinking and develop
social ties.
I could cite many examples, but
perhaps the Citizen Forum 2 in
Cotonou and visits to Beirut and
Damascus represent all my meet-

IB membres 2000—2004 at CPPL

ings: awareness and training on
the Church’s Social Doctrine for
the African meeting and the desire to show a Christian presence
in the world for teams in the
Middle East.
- In Africa, I could feel the desire
to embrace the Christian vision
of man, ways of implementing
the beatitudes offered by our
church through its social teaching: all ways to live intensely and
to practise their faith in the
world. It is indeed a matter of
promoting Man’s rights and development in all its dimensions,
because of being created in
God’s image. Whenever He is
diminished, just as whenever He
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is respected, it is Jesus who
concerned. This is our faith, this
is the source of our commitment.
As for the concern to show our
belonging to Christ, the pride of
being a Christian, this witness
borne in society, are issues that
often drive exchanges in the
movement teams in the Middle
East. I have repeatedly been a
witness to that. But this witness
issue is also evident in other MIAMSI movements! It is also at
the centre of current concerns in
international institutions that give
predominance to intercultural and interfaith dialogue.

In a conversation with Paul
VI, Marie Louise Monnet
spoke of people with great
responsibilities. The Holy
Father replied. "The Church
needs them to perform their
important responsibilities as
Christians, and that is what
will make them happy ".
I think I can say that during my
terms of office, I met people trying to meet their various commitments in a Christian life, happily,
though not necessarily easily!
50 years after its birth, MIAMSI
still puts many people on the
road, aware of their mission in a
complex world, giving the Gospel message a concrete face, engaging with society in a fruitful
dialogue so that the dignity of
each individual might be preserved! For this, the Independent
Milieus have special strengths
and talents to freely offer.
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Testimony of some ex-presidents of MIAMSI (suite)
Maria Theresa Caviglia - 2008 - 2012
Being president of MIAMSI has doubtless been one
of the most significant experiences in my life.
Being at the head of MIAMSI is a service of representing and coordinating within the movement and at
the same time, serving within the Church.
With its spirituality which starts from life, its inclusive stance, the preferential option for the poor, the
movement has a lot to say and much to bear witness
to.
Becoming aware of everything we had to offer to the
Hierarchy concerning our charisma and our way of
faithfully following Christ’s message, despite our
weaknesses, this was one of the facts that struck me
most during the last four years.

The other important aspect to me
was the possibility of knowing
and improving relationships with
the various national movements
with differing cultures, races and
identities and to note that, despite such differences, all of
them have the same way of seeing the society around them and
understanding that the path to
follow as Christians is the same: Maria Teresa Caviglia
serving our brothers, being the
voices of those who have none and using our critical
faculty to analyze what our role may be, as people in
responsible positions, in building a fairer and more
fraternal world.

AIM General Assembly and MIAMSI Golden Jubilee celebration
The National General Assembly of
AIM – India was held at St.Xavier’s
Pastoral Centre, Pondicherry on
14.09.2013. The National Executive
Committee had also observed the
50th Anniversary of MIAMSI on
that occasion. Rt. Rev. Antony
Anandarayar, Archbishop of
Puducherry was the chief Guest.
In
his
inaugural
speech
Archbishop stressed the need for
training and formation of lay people for better participation in the
church as well in the social milieus.
The GA began with a prayer and
two readings; one from the Bible
and another passage from Vatican
II document on the role of Laity
were read to mark the occasion to
mark the AGA and Golden Jubilee
celebration. A booklet published by
the Laity commission of Puducherry
authored by Mr.S.Lourdusamy, former Indian member of MIAMSI
Bureau.
Mr.Charles Radj, a former member
of IB made a presentation on the
aims and objectives of MIAMSI. He

stressed the importance of the
Church’s social doctrine See, Judge
& Act adopted by MIAMSI and the
affiliated members around the
world.

Then there was group discussion on
the topic “ways and means to improve our movement”. The Diocesan reports were read and submitted
at the general assembly.
A new National Bureau was
elected for next three years and
the key office-bearers are.
Mr.Phillip Rajan, Chennai, President, Mr.Alphonse Moses, Vellore, secretary and Mr. Arul Nadarajan, Nagercoil, Treasurer.
There were 45 participants representing affiliated diocesan Chapters. The Outgoing National Secretary Mr. James along with his
NEC team made all the arrangements for holding the GA. The
newly elected NEC has vowed to
Participants at the AIM General Assembly reinfuse dynamism in the movement and continue to promote the
A special song was prepared and objectives of AIM & MIAMSI.
sung commemorate the Jubilee of
Vatican II. Mr. Vijay kant the Bu- AIM India sends its warmest greetreau Member spoke about the efforts ings for the success of the golden
of IB to celebrate 50th anniversary of Jubilee of MIAMSI and 70th AnniMIAMSI along with 70th Anniver- versary of Rinascita Christiana at
sary celebration of Italian movement Assisi.
at Assisi, Italy and also recalled the
Phillip Rajan,
message of the 13th GA at Fortaleza.
Président AIM – India
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Testimony of an ex chaplain of MIAMSI
P. Daniel Nourissat - 1996 - 2004
If it hadn’t been for the call received in 1995 to take over from
Fr Henri Tostee as MIAMSI
chaplain, I wouldn’t have had the
joy of practising my ministry as
Fidei Donum in the diocese of
Rabat (Morocco) today! I would
like to give thanks to God above
all for four of the countless
graces received by this ministry
which I have practised part-time
for 8 years (my bishop in Dijon
had given me 1/6 of the time for
that...)
First of all, the opening up, the
experience of “catholicity”.
From the beginning of my ministry as a priest, I felt the need to
root this diocesan ministry by
meeting other ways of living the
Gospel, and building the Church,
feeling that my Church in France
was a bit closed in on itself. 2
months after starting my mission,
I was in Santiago, Chile with all
the South American MIAMSI
(SAL): what a spiritual and ecclesial change of scenery in experiencing a little from the inside
the fruits of liberation theology
for converting the South American independent milieus; 3 years
later, I would have the grace of
saying Mass in Dom Helder
Camara’s small parish in Recife,
and praying with hope on his
grave... What emotion to discover the citizenship work of
AIM India among the workers in
the Kunankurichy mine, or to
reflect on the commitment to decent housing for their Creole
workers from the members of Foi
& Vie in Mauritius, not forgetting the persevering work of the
Huenusu community to root out
the sources of corruption in Be-

nin... I was renewed in my way
of doing theology by Fr Mori, of
Rinascita Cristiana in Italy, during the MIAMSI European assembly on building Europe in
Strasburg in 1998, but also by the

Fr. Daniel Nourissat

enthusiasm of the Brazilian theologian Davina Moscoso who has
been accompanying the SAL for
so many years. I loved the prayer
deeply rooted in life and the Bible of the Indian Ocean board, on
several occasions in both Reunion and Madagascar, whose melodious and gentle hymns had a
taste of something I had never
heard, in other words, paradise.
And I was struck by the perseverance of my friends on the African
continent in their desire to work
on the birth of an apostolate of
people in responsible positions in
this continent of the future,
which has just been materialized
by the birth of the MIAMSI African Board in November 2012.
Then, the collaboration between

the laity and the clergy, the
deep links forged, doubtless also
due to the poverty of our human
and material means and the incredible commitment of MIAMSI officials. I have had the
grace of teaming up with 3 presidents:
Brigitte
Devaux,
Geneviève Tyack and Daniel
Guéry, in the midst of incredible
difficulties (the “evil one” seeming to take pleasure in demolishing the plans they had thought up
or that had been entrusted to us).
But in these apostles, those 3 and
many others, I have contemplated the fruits of the Second
Vatican Council, taking seriously
the responsibility of the laity in
the Church and society. Yes,
Paul VI had brilliant instinct
when he decided to give MarieLouise Monnet, our founder, the
council decree on the Apostolate
of the Laity! I have also had
much experience of this collaboration in the many journeys I
have made on 4 continents, and I
have been able to measure how
many lay people in positions of
responsibility suffer from not receiving concrete support from the
local clergy or bishops, so often
concerned and overwhelmed by
the Church’s domestic life that
they cannot realize the urgency
of working to change ways of
thinking in the world of people in
responsible positions. In that regard, I have had to, and been able
to, be deeply convinced, but also
work on supporting my convictions theologically, both in the
theology of the lay state and the
Social Doctrine of the Church, a
whole ongoing training course
essential to staying in the ministry race... “stretching forward” as
Saint Paul says…
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Thirdly, the incredible daring
of the 1st MIAMSI world congress in Fiuggi. It was a little
international team, weakened by
the illness and death of the one
who had dared to think up this
congress, Brigitte Devaux, our
president from 1996 to 1998,
who suggested a meeting open to
ALL movement members (and
not, as till then, only to elected
officials). 1,300 people exchanged views, debated, sought,
listened, bore witness, voted,
prayed, celebrated, sang, and
above all realized concretely the
universality and the diversity of
the “independent milieus”. The
poverty of our human and material means forced us – and not for
nothing in the mobilization and
great success of that meeting – to
make the most of an essential
element of the Church’s social
doctrine, subsidiarity

views for 3 days under the
leadership and according to
the schedule of movement
members from 4 continents,
• Decide on some very concrete
and precise objectives, possible to implement, with a very
democratic process, and discover a few years later how
much the movements really
implemented the “ACT” in the
life review approach,
• And above all, had the experience that MIAMSI is a real
“rainbow” family, forged from
all the cultures and sensitivities of the peoples we come
from...
• this is having the experience
of the Pentecostal Spirit which
blows where it will, but which
especially fans the apostolic
fire in the faith, the hearts ..
and the hands of MIAMSI members!

Dare to convene people from
independent milieus on the
millennium goals (so face the
realities of poverty, bad development, the growing gap between the “North” and the
“South”, and have to reflect
not from oneself, but from the
lives of others, the destitute...),
• Open a Catholic congress with
the exciting testimony of M.
Yunus, a Muslim from Bangladesh and discover 2 or 3
years later while on missionary trips the countless microcredit institutions set up by
MIAMSI members,
• Make “North people” aware of
the potential and appropriateness of “South people”, and
“South people” aware of the
ability of “North people” to
open up and convert,
• Organize a meeting where the
players were not outside experts, but the expertise of MIAMSI members themselves
who exchanged passionate

Lastly, the brilliant invention of
“CITIZEN FORUMS” in Africa. A fruit of the imagination
of Dominique Lemau de Talancé
and Jean de Dieu Dembélé pursuant to the “group of 8” (which
grouped officials of international
Catholic action movements) at
the end of the 90s, this Citizen
Forum was born in Bamako in
2003 and 2004, responding to
the call from the first African
synod which invited Christians
to get involved in politics. I was
immediately dragged into this
adventure, the basis of which
was that MIAMSI and JICI
“freely” proposed that people
committed in their West African
Churches and/or in church
movements and wanting to link
their faith with their lives, in an
international dimension (at least
5 or 6 countries represented),
take seriously the citizenship dimension of their life in society
and the Church, take nourishment from the Church’s Social

•
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Doctrine and discern lines
concrete action to which they
could commit. So it was that we
dealt with political life in Bamako in 2004, economic initiative in Cotonou in 2007 and the
directions of the 2nd African
synod (justice, peace, reconciliation and interfaith dialogue) at
Conakry in 2010, the last time
with the participation of Muslim
associations.

The MIAMSI African Board
largely owes its birth to the Citizen Forums, as they enabled us
to meet the Church movements
that were on the same wavelength as MIAMSI (such as
HUENUSU in Benin) or evoke
the desire in people in responsible positions to create a movement in their own country to pursue the dynamics generated by
the Forums. I was able to meet,
even contemplate many African
lay people who are active, who
take seriously the development
of the “whole man and all men”,
who work, who change ways of
thinking... in other words Africa
– Hope!
Yes, I thank God for this ministry as international chaplain
which carries on today as
the “representative for Africa” :
I had the feeling of “harvesting
the grapes” (I’m an incorrigible
Burgundian...) of this mission I
received with the first meeting of
the MIAMSI African Board in
Rabat last July! May this good
wine stimulate brothers and sisters in the other MIAMSI regions to invent new paths so that
people in responsible positions
discover that they can live such
responsibilities evangelically for
the good of all mankind...
Fr. Daniel NOURISSAT
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ECHOS of different Relais
Inter-Isles: Formation session in Madagascar
The Indian Ocean Islands Board
(Madagascar – Seychelles – Mauritius
– Reunion) had a 3-day training session in July at Diégo Suarez, Madagascar.

and brother of Jesus”, from a foray
into the New Evangelization, projecting ourselves
into the future for each
movement.

After almost a year of preparation,
this session came about thanks to the
financial support of Pro Africa.

We came
(excerpts)

The topic was the following: « In the
context of the new evangelization
and the place of the laity in the
Church: the validity of Catholic
Action in the Independent Milieus
in the Church in our islands. »
The trainers:
- Monsignor Gilbert
Aubry, Bishop of St Denis, Diocese of
Reunion,
- Mr. Daniel Guéry : Diocesan and
regional delegate for Movements and
associations of the faithful; MIAMSI
permanent delegate to the Council of
Europe ; Coordinator of Catholic
INGOs at the Council of Europe and
MIAMSI 2001/2008 international past
President,
- Fr Nicolas Pesle, sj, ACI Madagascar national chaplain.
There were about fifty of us from the
4 countries in our Board. The programme was spread over 3 days according to our methodology.
1st day: OBSERVING the history of
the announcement and development
of the faith in the islands, in the
“tradition” dynamics of the Catholic
Church. Approaching the Vatican II
documents on the place of the laity in
the Church. Taking nourishment from
the input of M. Louise Monnet on the
role of the baptized (excerpts from
“Prier 15 jours avec Marie-Louise
Monnet”).
2nd day: DISCERNING the collective
life of the lay faithful and the criteria
of ecclesiality. Taking time to express
how, as a movement, we are present
and active in the world and the
Church. Approaching the basics of
the Church’s Social Doctrine and the
notion of the Common Good.
3rd day: TRANSFORMING. From
the positions for “announcing” the
faith today, living as “a son of God

away

try was able to draw up lines of en-

with:

A new idea of “God’s People”. The laity are coresponsible for the Church’s
existence and action; this
calls us to change our way
of thinking. (When are we
going to meet with the
The participants of the Formation Session
clergy to talk to them about the
world’s problems? Let’s not
quiry to go further. We will be able to
wait for them to talk to us about them assess the fruits of this session in the
in their sermons).
coming months.
Strengthened in the importance of the Our board is made up of 4 countries
Church’s Social Teaching, which geographically distant from each other
complements God’s Word so as to and once again, we told ourselves that
help us take our rightful place.
during these meetings, links are
forged and strengthened and we learn
Each country became aware, in its to team up, “the Indian Ocean team” ;
movement, of the place of its move- important for consistency in regional
ment in the Church and the world. An evangelization.
awareness that will enable each one of
us to adapt.
The accommodation, - simple, with
no modern conveniences – gave us a
Christians are condemned to optimism taste of the reality of our Malagasy
to experience Hope, “inhabit” the friends and taught us acceptance and
world and bear witness.
humility.
The history of the development of the
faith in our Indian Ocean Churches A great experience, not only in trainenabled us to delve into our roots and ing, but also humanly speaking!
strengthen our common identity.
Edith de la Giroday,
At the end of the session, each counPresident of Inter-Isles
Testimony
The session was very interesting and informative though I feel that the content
was a bit heavy. I was expecting more group work whereby different countries
could share their strength and weaknesses and learn from each others experiences.
From the meeting we should at least have the possibility to prepare a calendar of
activities and set deadlines, so that at our next meeting we could share what has
been achieved and the way forward.
Apart from that, the informal discussions amongst country members were healthy
and such meeting should be organized more often
All in all it was very interesting.
Jean Holbert, ACI-Seychelles
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Africa: 1st meeting of the African Relais in Morocco
The constituent meeting of the
MIAMSI (International Movement of
Apostolate in the Indépendant Social
Milieus) African Board met on 19 - 21
July 2013 at the Maison d'accueil Notre Dame de la Paix, in Rabat Agdal
(Morocco).
The African Board is the structure
which coordinates all the movements
affiliated to MIAMSI on the African
continent.
The meeting brought together 12 participants from the following groups:
Groupe de Réflexions et d’Actions des
Cadres
Catholiques
Nigériens
(GRAC-Niger) ; Mouvement des Cadres et Responsables Chrétiens du
Mali (MCRC-Mali) ; MIAMSI – Benin ; MIAMSI Burkina Faso ; Vie et
Foi Morocco; ACI, D.R. Congo (by
videoconference) ;
Representatives of
the MIAMSI International
Board
(President Maryse
ROBERT, Jean de
Dieu Dembélé and
Fr. Jean Pierre RANGA);
MIAMSI representative for Africa, Fr.
Daniel Nourissat;
We also noted the
visit of the Bishop of
Rabat, Mgr Vincent
Landel, who came to
encourage the participants and give
his blessing for a successful meeting.
For 2 days, the movement representatives studied the papers for the African Board (Statutes and House Rules)
and the elected the first board members in a friendly atmosphere.
At the end of the work, the Statutes
and House Rules were approved and
the first board was set up, as follows:
President : Georges OUEDRAOGO,
MIAMSI Burkina Faso
Secretary : Yves Hervé ASSI, Vie et
Foi Morocco

Treasurer : Anne Marie DOURAMANE, GRAC Niger

and intercultural dialogue, and positive transformation of conflicts.

To these members must be added Jean
de Dieu Dembélé (Vice president of
MIAMSI for Africa) and Daniel
Nourissat (African representative)
who are automatically members of the
MIAMSI African Board.

Requests were made to the MIAMSI
International Board for support to
groups and the African Board:
Accompanying the young, countries
joining MIAMSI, chaplains.
Reflection on a possible public pronouncement;
Writing to our UN representative for 3
of our countries in difficulty - Mali,
Syria and Madagascar.
The President’s commitment, on behalf of MIAMSI, in support and effective MIAMSI presence at the next
Citizen Forum.

The challenges of the African Board,
relayed by the various movements, are
varied and all of prime importance:
the challenge of giving new life to the
groups and extending to other cities;
accompanying and training the young
and people in need;
carrying out social projects (literacy
centre for girls in Niger) ;
helping to solve thorny local problems
(fundamentalism in Mali, place of
religious movements in Niger, accom-

The exchanges of views on the movements’ challenges will serve as a basis
for the African Board to draw up a
short and medium term action plan
and define a resource mobilisation strategy
to implement
the
Board’s
actions.
All the participants
agreed
that the meeting was a success in every
respect
(organisational,
exchanges,
work….).

Meeting of the MIAMSI African Relais

panying the hierarchy to be more visible in word and deed in Benin)
These challenges match those defined
for the 2012 – 2016 period after the
Fortaleza GA, namely:
* Promoting human dignity through
human rights, citizenship, education,
and the family;
* Promoting respect for the common
good, through fair sharing of the
earth’s wealth, preserving the environment, and combating corruption;
Promoting peace and sustainable development durable through interfaith

The idea of a meeting to set up the
African Board, based on subsidy, was
a very good initiative to be repeated
for other meetings in the future.
The strong link between the African
Board and the MIAMSI board was
highlighted, hence the need to maintain this link in order to energize the
international movement.

Yves Hervé Assi
IB substitute member
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Fr. Jean Bouttier has left us ...
It is with deep sadness that we
learnt of the death of Fr. Jean
Bouttier. He was a great MIAMSI personality who has now
left us.
From the beginning of the movement 50 years ago, he took the
missionary dynamics of the
movement and made it his own.
For decades he assisted its development world-wide through various successive responsible positions.

in other islands. In this respect,
he was among those who formed
the regional group: the Indian
Ocean Islands (cf. testimony
from Marie Louise Mauxion, the
president of EFIKRI – Madagascar).

From 1980 to 1988, he took on
the responsibilities of the MIAMSI International chaplain for
two successive terms of office.
Finally, one must emphasize the
major importance of his stay in
Strasburg during the
90s. While ensuring
the responsibility of
ACI diocesan chaplain and assisting 8
movement teams in
the region, he gathered a team around
him to prepare and
obtain for MIAMSI
the status of INGO
at the Council of
F. Jean Bouttier in Malta
Europe, which we conAs
MIAMSI General Assembly 2008
tinue to animate in
the
chaplain of ACI France, he took homage to him.
part in the birth of MIAMSI together with Marie Louise Mon- Thank you, Jean, for your faultnet. He witnessed the member- less and unending commitment in
ship of the first founding Euro- truth, for MIAMSI in Europe and
the world! We remain committed
pean movements.
to following in your footsteps
Then, sent to Madagascar, Fr. and we shall not forget you.
Bouttier was the prime mover in
Maryse Robert
setting up EFIKRI, the local
MIAMSI President
movement associated with MIAMSI, not to mention the part he
played in burgeoning movements

Fr. Jean Bouttier in Madagascar

It
is
with great emotion that we learnt
Fr. Bouttier has been called to
the Lord. Yes, he loved Madagascar and the islands very much.
MIAMSI G. A. 2004

Personally, I had the opportunity
of knowing and working with him
the first year he came to Madagascar to set up the JICF in
Madagascar and the islands. I
have great memories of Fr. Bouttier, I was privileged to be
trained by him in Catholic Action
and he introduced me to MarieLouise MONNET.
With all the Madagascar ACI
teams, I thank the Lord for having lent him to us for all these
years and we are praying for
him.
May God take him home.
Marie-Louise Mauxion
President of ACI-Efikry

Thank you to all those who have accepted to testify, to share what they live, and those who have translated the articles
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